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How to choose the best

Wedding Photographer
for your day
Choosing the right photography to document your special day
is essential as your wedding photos will be your lasting memory.
At Tigerlily Weddings we offer our clients a Photographer
Supplier Search service, advising them of the different
photography styles and services available.
Tigerlily have a network of experienced photography
professionals to suit any style and budget, ensuring our
clients make the right decision.
We caught up with the talented photographer Karl Grupe
to discuss his thoughts and tips on choosing the best
wedding photographer for your day.

I

t can be overwhelming searching for a wedding
photographer and one of those last things on your
wedding “to do” list. The irony is that it’s the pictorial
record of the day which will last for generations
so spending time researching and building your
knowledge about photography and your selection of
photographers will be time well invested. As far as
wedding photographers go, there are an abundance
of them out there. Digital photography has made a
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photographer out of almost everyone it seems. I
teach a variety of photography courses/workshops
throughout the year and I see a lot of very good work.
Everyone can get an amazing photograph. I have seen it.
But there is a difference between someone you know
who has a good eye and has a variety of interesting
images and the photographer who has a good eye
and delivers stunning images in any situation. In aligning
yourself with a photographer the first thing you need
to consider is your budget. If it is important to have the
venue of a lifetime but that means throwing caution
into the wind and going with a photographer on the
cheap you may want to rethink. Photographers can be
divided into the following categories:
• Personality – how well do you get along together.
• Style – the content in terms of photographic eye
and talent for storytelling found in their weddings.
• Experience – within the industry as well as technically
and socially.
• Product – what you receive as a record of your day.

Let’s begin with personality.The first thing a client should
get a feel for when interviewing a photographer is if
he/she is passionate about photographing a wedding. I
speak to many photographers from different industries
– fashion, journalism, editorial, advertising – and despite
their success in their respective fields there are a good
number who mention they would never take on a
wedding assignment, simply because of the stress
involved. To be creative and spontaneous; to organise a
group of strangers in a polite and non-offensive manner
– like you’re best friends and not a herd of cattle; to
catch the intimacy between someone you have just got
to know and make it shine for a lifetime; to do this plus
so much more and have only one shot at it – these are
the values a person passionately involved with wedding
photography and image making has the talent to do.
These photographers also care for their business and
the industry and will charge a fee based fairly on their
overheads, experience and expertise. Here is where
the couple needs to make some tougher choices if
they are on a budget. If having stunning photography
is important to them, they need to work with a
photographer who has tools that can create this in the
most difficult situations. Poor weather and bad light are
one thing, but not having the equipment to cope are
another. Will your photographer show up with one
camera and one flash or does he have a kit prepared
to make the most of the day? Remember that you
are not just hiring a photographer but a storyteller –

someone who will be telling your story in pictures long
after the wedding has come and gone. Next in terms
of value for money is the product.
What do you get at the end of the day?
The foundation of your product must be fabulous
imagery. You can dress your images up in any way but
if they are not strong that will be apparent. There are
many options these days for the creation of portfolios.
From “print on demand” web publication services to
hand made books – your choice will affect your price.
A way to bring down the cost of your photography
package is to produce your own portfolio. I have
clients, especially designers, who only order prints and
then produce their own hand made book. Others
order only digital files and proceed to print on demand
sites. The caution here is that a (good) photographer
is involved in the printing/post production stage of
a wedding to insure the final product meets his/her
standards. When printing/publishing on your own you
take that task on. Another thing clients look for in
addition to a portfolio is digital negatives access. Email/
web use and/or a high resolution digital negative for the
production of your own prints. Photographers usually
offer some sort of electronic product but remember
while the idea of printing your own prints or books
may be a negotiation tool you can use to possibly save
money, the printer you use will be different from the
photographer you hired and this will affect the quality
control of the prints.

Packages or bespoke and quality service
There are two pricing models. Those offering portfolio
packages and those offering bespoke pricing. There is no
right or wrong here, it is a matter of what you prefer, what
you feel comfortable with. No matter what pricing system
you go with, the key points to ensure are the quality of the
photographer’s images and the service levels they deliver.
Service levels should include meeting preparation, timely
communication and a good grip on all the details. If you
want wedding photography which is unique and fresh
then your photographer has to approach your day with
more than a schedule and showing up an hour before.
There has to be some time invested in getting to know
you and even in visiting the site and preplanning shots.
Our team likes to come up with some concepts if time
allows, from shooting cigar room celebrations to photo
booth candids – if we are given the time and space to
play a bit we will. As part of the service there should be
a contract.
A serious photographer should have a contract they offer
to their clients.The contract should basically state:
• What the photographer is expected to do and provide
for the fee agreed.
• What the clients are expected to provide in order to
assist the photographer getting the best shots possible.
• Details of the shoot – where, when, schedule, guest
list etc.
• Fees exchanged.

A contract provided a few months in advance puts
both client and photographer on the same base, and
moving towards the same goal with no hidden agendas.
Everything is clearly outlined beforehand to pave the
way for a very smooth wedding day.
Summing up
There is no doubt it can be a tricky situation trying to
find the photographer who will record your wedding
the way you want and return with the goods in hand
and within budget. But after reading this article please
observe the following in doing your research and
interviewing photographers:
1. Do you feel you can trust him/her on the day no
matter what the situation?
	Is there the creative and social expertise which you
believe will deliver a quality product?
2. Does their portfolio show a personal and well
crafted approach to each wedding or is it formulaic
and repetitive?
3. Does the photographer operate in a professional
manner through use of contracts, clear communication,
logistics and planning, working with your specific
requests?
4. Do you understand the contents of the fee? Does
the photographer make that available?
5. Is the fee based on EXACTLY what you need or are
you paying for things which you don’t need in order
to book?
Good luck with your search!
www.karlgrupe.com/weddings

